
Bluetooth & Divinity 
In today’s era of telecommunication, usage of Bluetooth is quite common. Being a student of 
Electronics & Telecommunication Engg, and blessed with the divine knowledge by Baba Ji, I feel 
there is a similarity between Bluetooth & Divinity… 

               Bluetooth is an open wireless protocol for exchanging data over short distances from 
fixed and mobile devices. As it is wireless it doesn’t require any direct & physical contact & this 
technology can be used even if out of coverage area. 

                 God has bestowed similar kind of Bluetooth to every human being. Our mind is 
Bluetooth & it becomes divine after realizing the divine. We are all connected to each other; distance 
doesn’t mater through this Divinity (Bluetooth). Even if we are thousands of miles away from our 
beloved ones, yet we can know their emotions, feelings with the help of this divine connection. A 
mother feels her child’s pain even if the child is not able to communicate the same through words. 
(Saints have referred this as COMMUNION..When one is able to communicate without any words.. 

                    This is possible only because of the attachment (connection) through this Divine 
Bluetooth, so that we can realize the sorrows and happiness of our dear ones without any sort of 
communication. 

                   Everyone today talks about almost impossible unity in a diverse world.. There are 
different castes, creed, cultures, languages & different food habits. Unity in Diversity is possible only 
when diversity unites through ONE, which is this divine Bluetooth. When each one of us feels that 
they are at the same frequency & link joining us is the same - then only there will be UNITY. 

                      When you are at the same frequency, you receive same vibes & the other person also 
receives same vibes, since the connection is through this divine Bluetooth. 

                        Let us all pray to Baba Ji that may we always use this divine Bluetooth to connect to 
him via simran. May we never loose the frequency of love with the great bandwidth of tolerance, 
sewa, satsang all the way through working with the power of satguru. 
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